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SECOND INSTANCE
herently combining results from correlating a preamble

ZC SEQUENCE (CAZAC) sequence with base/root sequences used in
the cell and setting a detection threshold based on those
combined results. Another threshold can be set based on

COMBINE RESULTS
coherently combining results from correlating the preamble

TWO CORRELATIONS sequence, in which case the detect decision is based on
satisfying either one of the thresholds. Where the sequence
repeats in the same preamble, the results that are combined

DETECTION
are from correlating the first instance of the CAZAC

BASED ON C sequence and from correlating the second instance of the
CAZAC sequence. Where the sequence does not repeat,
different segments of the CAZAC sequence, each less
than the whole and not necessarily of the same length, are
correlated for a partial correlation on each segment, then
the segments are combined and used to set the detection
threshold. Detection may be done in stages, adjusting
the threshold after the first stage based on comparing the
results of non-coherent and coherent combining.
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AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 05 August 2008 (05.08.2008)

1. A method comprising:

non-coherently combining results from correlating a received preamble sequence

with root sequences in use in a cell;

setting a detection threshold based on the non-coherently combined results;

comparing correlation peaks from the correlating to the detection threshold; and

detecting the preamble sequence using the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds the detection threshold.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection threshold,

the method further comprising:

coherently combining the results from correlating the preamble sequence and setting

a second detection threshold based on the coherently combined results;

and wherein detecting the preamble uses the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising adjusting the first threshold based on

comparing the results of the non-coherent combining and the coherent combining

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the preamble sequence repeats within the received

preamble as a first instance of the preamble sequence and a second instance of the

preamble sequence, and the results that are combined are from correlating the received first

instance of the preamble sequence and from correlating the received second instance of the

preamble sequence.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection threshold,

the method further comprising:

coherently combining the results from correlating the first instance of the preamble

sequence and the second instance of the preamble sequence;

setting a second detection threshold based on the coherently combined results;

and wherein detecting the preamble uses the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the preamble sequence does not repeat in the

received preamble and comprises a first portion and a second portion, and the results that



are combined are from correlating the first portion of the preamble sequence and from

correlating the second portion of the preamble sequence.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the first portion and the second portion are not the

same length.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

defining a frequency cyclic shift pair of a root sequence as +/-1 cyclic shifts of the

root sequence in the frequency domain;

making a soft detect decision for the received preamble sequence based on a

tentatively detected peak from which a soft detection threshold is based;

selecting at least two correlation values from the correlation results that correspond

to the frequency cyclic shift pair of the tentatively detected peak; and

adjusting the soft detection threshold based on comparing the correlation values

corresponding to the frequency cyclic shift pair and the tentatively detected peak.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the preamble sequence comprises a constant

amplitude zero autocorrelation CAZAC sequence that is received over a random access

channel RACH.

10. A memory embodying a program of machine-readable instructions executable by a

digital data processor to perform actions directed toward detecting a preamble sequence,

the actions comprising:

non-coherently combining results from correlating a received preamble sequence

with root sequences in use in a cell;

setting a detection threshold based on the non-coherently combined results;

comparing correlation peaks from the correlating to the detection threshold; and

detecting the preamble sequence using the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds the detection threshold.

11. The memory of claim 10, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection

threshold, the actions further comprising:

coherently combining the results from correlating the preamble sequence and

setting a second detection threshold based on the coherently combined results;

and wherein detecting the preamble uses the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.



12. The memory of claim 10, wherein the preamble sequence repeats within the received

preamble as a first instance of the preamble sequence and a second instance of the

preamble sequence, and the results that are combined are from correlating the received first

instance of the preamble sequence and from correlating the received second instance of the

preamble sequence.

13. The memory of claim 12, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection

threshold, the actions further comprising:

coherently combining the results from correlating the first instance of the preamble

sequence and the second instance of the preamble sequence;

setting a second detection threshold based on the coherently combined results;

and wherein detecting the preamble uses the root sequence whose correlation peak

exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.

14. The memory of claim 10, wherein the preamble sequence does not repeat in the

received preamble and comprises a first portion and a second portion, and the results that

are combined are from correlating the first portion of the preamble sequence and from

correlating the second portion of the preamble sequence.

15. The memory of claim 10, the actions further comprising:

defining a frequency cyclic shift pair of a root sequence as +/-1 cyclic shifts of the

root sequence in the frequency domain;

making a soft detect decision for the received preamble sequence based on a

tentatively detected peak from which a soft detection threshold is based;

selecting at least two correlation values from the correlation results that correspond

to the frequency cyclic shift pair of the tentatively detected peak; and

adjusting the soft detection threshold based on comparing the correlation values

corresponding to the frequency cyclic shift pair and the tentatively detected peak.

16. The memory of claim 10, wherein the preamble sequence comprises a constant

amplitude zero autocorrelation CAZAC sequence that is received over a random access

channel RACH.

17. An apparatus comprising:

circuitry configured to non-coherently combine results from correlating a received

preamble sequence with root sequences in use in a cell;

a processor adapted to set a detection threshold based on the non-coherently



combined results and to compare correlation peaks from the correlating to the

detection threshold; and

a decision block configured to detect the preamble sequence using the root

sequence whose correlation peak exceeds the detection threshold.

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection

threshold and the circuitry comprises first circuitry, the apparatus further comprising:

second circuitry, in parallel with the first circuitry, configured to coherently combine

the results from correlating the preamble sequence;

wherein the processor is further configured to set a second detection threshold based on the

coherently combined results;

and wherein the decision block is configured to detect the preamble sequence using the root

sequence whose correlation peak exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the processor comprises threshold control logic

configured to adjust the first threshold based on comparing the results of the non-coherent

combining and the coherent combining.

20. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the preamble sequence repeats within the

received preamble as a first instance of the preamble sequence and a second instance of

the preamble sequence, and the results that the circuitry is configured to combine are from

correlating the received first instance of the preamble sequence and from correlating the

received second instance of the preamble sequence.

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection

threshold and the circuitry comprises first circuitry, the apparatus further comprising:

second circuitry, in parallel with the first circuitry, configured to coherently combine

the results from correlating the first instance of the preamble sequence and the second

instance of the preamble sequence;

wherein the processor is further configured to set a second detection threshold based

on the coherently combined results;

and wherein the decision block is configured to detect the preamble using the root sequence

whose correlation peak exceeds either the first threshold or the second threshold.

22. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the preamble sequence does not repeat in the

received preamble and comprises a first portion and a second portion, and the results that

the circuitry is configured to combine are from correlating the first portion of the preamble



sequence and from correlating the second portion of the preamble sequence.

23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein the first portion and the second portion are not the

same length.

24. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the processor is configured:

to define a frequency cyclic shift pair of a root sequence as +/-1 cyclic shifts of the

root sequence in the frequency domain;

to make a soft detect decision for the received preamble sequence based on a

tentatively detected peak from which a soft detection threshold is based;

to select at least two correlation values from the correlation results that correspond to

the frequency cyclic shift pair of the tentatively detected peak; and

to adjust the soft detection threshold based on comparing the correlation values

corresponding to the frequency cyclic shift pair and the tentatively detected peak.

25. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the preamble sequence comprises a constant

amplitude zero autocorrelation CAZAC sequence that is received over a random access

channel RACH.

26. An apparatus comprising:

combining means for non-coherently combining results from correlating a received

preamble sequence with root sequences in use in a cell;

generating means for setting a detection threshold based on the non-coherently

combined results;

comparing means for comparing correlation peaks from the correlating to the

detection threshold; and

detecting means for detecting a preamble sequence using the root sequence whose

correlation peak exceeds the detection threshold.

27. The apparatus of claim 26, further comprising:

a local computer readable memory on which u root sequences are stored;

a wireless receiver configured to receive the preamble sequence; and

a multiplier block adapted to multiply a discrete Fourier transform DFT by a conjugate

of a DFT of the preamble sequence;

wherein the combining means comprises a non-coherent combiner block;

the generating means comprises threshold control logic;

the comparing means comprises a peak detector; and



the detecting means comprises a decision device that outputs a hard decision to

decoding circuitry based on one of the u root sequences.

28. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the detection threshold is a first detection

threshold and the combining means comprises first combining means, the apparatus further

comprising:

second combining means, in parallel with the first combining means, for coherently

combining the results from correlating the preamble sequence;

wherein the generating means is further for setting a second detection threshold based on

the coherently combined results;

and wherein the detecting means is further for detecting the preamble sequence using the

root sequence whose correlation peak exceeds either the first threshold or the second

threshold.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the preamble sequence repeats within the

received preamble as a first instance of the preamble sequence and a second instance of

the preamble sequence, and the results that the combining means combines are from

correlating the received first instance of the preamble sequence and from correlating the

received second instance of the preamble sequence.

30. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the preamble sequence does not repeat in the

received preamble and comprises a first portion and a second portion, and the results that

the combining means combines are from correlating the first portion of the preamble

sequence and from correlating the second portion of the preamble sequence.

3 1 . The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the detecting means is for:

defining a frequency cyclic shift pair of a root sequence as +/-1 cyclic shifts of the

root sequence in the frequency domain;

making a soft detect decision for the received preamble sequence based on a

tentatively detected peak from which a soft detection threshold is based;

selecting at least two correlation values from the correlation results that correspond

to the frequency cyclic shift pair of the tentatively detected peak; and

adjusting the soft detection threshold based on comparing the correlation values

corresponding to the frequency cyclic shift pair and the tentatively detected peak.
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